
Additional Comments – Johanna Cole

I just feel its utterly inappropriate for this area. The costs in policing and clearing up don’t justify 
what the council are being paid. The organisers have no security on hillcross, at the station or in 
morden. There are up to NINE acts performing at once plus crowd noise and its impossible not to 
hear as it vibrates through the entire house. I dont see how they can control (over 3 days), nearly 
90k people. The drunkenness, open drug dealing and taking (there were CO2 sparklets outside my 
house where people had been using a dropping them as well as open dealing on the corner and 
by/in the woods). Plus people congregating in the woods until the early hours. Their attitude of ‘well 
its a festival’ when we complained, no answer to facebook messages except pretty much ‘put up 
with it’. We don’t want it AT ALL. Let alone for 3 days and as someone disabled who cant afford to go 
away I feel trapped by the event, frightened to leave my house and yet my life is made a misery by it. 
My MS relapsed last year as a direct result of the stress. Please, refuse the licence ENTIRELY, send it 
elsewhere thats more appropriate. The disrespect and utter disdain the organisers and attendees 
have for local residents is unfair and intolerable. I will feel incredibly upset and stressed if this is 
allowed to go ahead. Detrimental to my physical and mental health. I LIVE here. Why should this 
event be allowed to take place when it does nothing to enhance the area and costs money to police 
and clean up. Its not fair on us. No festival licence should be granted at all, its bullying and 
discriminatory behaviour if its allowed. 
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